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Donna Conkling

From: Bal1998 <bal1998@aol.com>

Sent: Tuesday, July 13, 2021 11:58 AM

To: Clerk's Department

Subject: From Resident Susan Levine....The Pool is Wonderful Just as it Is....

CAUTION: External sender. 

To the Mayor and the Board of Trustees... 
 

I would like to repeat my position that our Village Pool complex is 

everything that it should be..and needs nothing additional to attract 
more users...The Four Pools serve every age group and every desire. 
 

and the Snack Bar is excellent in every way...as are the terrific Playground.. 
and the Locker Rooms and Bathrooms..and the lovely landscaping.. 
 

You need look no further for reasons for reduced membership 

than pandemic concerns...lifestyles of many of our 

new residents...with second homes that they use on the weekends 

...and the aging of people like me... 
 

I moved to Scarsdale in the year the Pool was built...1969.... 
and have loved it ever since... 
Not being able to leave my chair there so I would not have to  
carry it every day is the reason I did not join this season... 
My husband as well.. 
 

To spend money to study something that is obvious seems 

to me to be foolish and wasteful to me.... 
 

Do any of the Trustees and their families use the Pool regularly...? 

Do they know what I am talking about...? 

 

They need to spend the whole day there... 
more than once....to see what I mean... 
 

Maintaining the pool complex is essential to Scarsdale.. 
but Changing it is NOT something that we need to do. 
 

It serves everyone's needs in every way..and remains a jewel 
in Scarsdale's crown... 
Let's keep the Pool the excellent community 

resource that it has always been...without 
trying to gild the lily... 
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Allowing a limited number of Non Residents to join 

make work out well....and can add to revenue... 
But spending money to determine something 

that is Not needed seems to me to be wasteful.. 
and unnecessary... 
 

We need to keep our wonderful Pool Complex as it is... 
maintain it...and allow it to be the beautiful 
Village asset it has always been... 
 

Thanks for listening.... 
 

Susan Levine  
Ardmore Road 


